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Interviews



Week commencing 15 Mar:

Alumni panel: UK Local Authority Public Health 
Teams – hear from alumni implementing public health 
delivery in the UK, one live session, 5.15-6.15 pm UK 
time, Wed 17 March, here is the link to join (add to 
calendar)

Interviews – a series of bite sized resources covering 
effective preparation, mastering your nerves and 
structuring effective interview answers (recordings)

Forthcoming events

https://eu.bbcollab.com/guest/02c41571bb694b8193a6072c1fc0cfa4
https://lshtm-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sregplon_lshtm_ac_uk/EfcJeH-rBgZLoDZEKuQcXRQBjSoRez0oog5ViD0Hc6tfSA?e=AFoGqX


What types of interview format have you experienced? 
Some examples are listed below: 

–multi-mini interviews (MMI);

–assessment centre;

– Informal;

–Panel;

– competency-based;

–CV based;

–Video;

–Telephone;

–Group…

Your experience so far – in the chat



What is your experience of being the other side 
of the table – the interviewer?

Insights?

Your expertise



What kind of interview situations do you 
anticipate?

What are your worst (interview) fears?

Why are you here?



Aim: to equip you with tools to help you present 
yourself effectively at interview.

Objectives: by the end of the session you will be 
able to:

• Interpret the most common types of 
interview questions;

• Evaluate answer to a competency question;

• Develop an effective preparation strategy for 
real interviews.

Aim and objectives:



• What to expect;

• Types of questions;

• Preparation;

• Performance;

• Reflection;

• Feedback;

• Resources;

• Anything else?

What we will cover:



Varies with sector.

Non-clinical jobs selection process could include:

• Online tests;

• Phone or video interview;

• Assessment centre (variety of exercises);

• Face to face interview (unlikely to be in person at 
present).

We are concentrating today on face to face.

What to expect



• Motivation – ‘why do you want this job…’;

• Competency-based – ‘tell me about a time…’;

• Situational judgement;

• Strength-based;

• Technical/knowledge;

• CV-based.

Types of questions



…and how to tackle it

The question you dread…



Things to think about:

• Why this field?

• Why this organisation / project?

• Why this role?

Or think about your timeline: does your career path to 
date lead you logically to this role? 

Do you have the option to contact them for more info? 
Or your own contacts?

Motivation questions



• Why are you applying for this position?

• (Tell us a bit about yourself…)

Example question:



• Why are you applying for this position?

? I've always wanted to help people

? This is a great organisation doing important work

? It will get me the experience I need to progress in 
another field / company

• Tell your story (briefly) – key decision 
points/transitions, leading to this next step.

Ways to answer



S = Situation;

T = Task;

A = Actions;

R = Result.

Most of your answer (70%) should concentrate on A. 

Break actions section into really specific steps.

(CAR – Context, Actions, Results; 

CARE – Context, Actions, Results, Evaluation)

Competency questions



Think about a time when you worked as part of 
a successful team. What was your specific role in 
this team and what was achieved? (Team work
and interpersonal skills)

Example question:



"I worked for an events company which ran events 
to help people understand about current health 
issues. We were running one of our big 
conferences and I was a part of the organising
team. I worked mainly on the front desk and was 
involved in some of the pre-admin. I also worked 
with other members of the team during the event 
to make sure it was a success. After the event, we 
had a debrief and agreed it had gone very well."

Example answer:



"I worked for an events company which ran events 
to help people understand about current health 
issues.

Good SITUATION

We were running one of our big conferences and I 
was a part of the organising team. 

OK for TASK, but could you be more specific?

Example answer:



"I worked mainly on the front desk and was involved in 
some of the pre-admin. I also worked with other members 
of the team during the event to make sure it was a success. 

Not enough specific detail about ACTIONS you took as part 
of the team.

After the event, we had a debrief and agreed it had gone 
very well."

How could you improve this RESULT?

Example answer:



I was part of a team of six people and I was responsible for monitoring and 
processing bookings, liaising with the venue and handling enquiries, then 
on the day I was on the front desk.  Each conference had a year’s lead in 
time in terms of planning but with most of the activity concentrated in the 
final six weeks.  During the early planning stage we had a series of weekly 
meetings to establish the content of the conference and I took notes at 
these meetings and circulated action points promptly so all the team 
members had sufficient time to complete those actions and prepare 
effectively for the next meeting. Once the conference was publicized I 
established with the team which enquiries should be passed on to which 
team members and worked with different team members’ preferences and 
working styles to make things as straightforward as possible for them –
some preferred to receive enquiries once a week and others to receive 
them as they came in….

Example actions



Access eCareersGrad from Moodle here. (Careers Moodle – Finding and 
applying for jobs/study – Interviews)

eCareersGrad is a modular, interactive interview coaching resource.

Coached example answers (good and bad).

Interview coaching resource

https://ble.lshtm.ac.uk/mod/folder/view.php?id=104866


To access video examples of types of question together with commentary 
on what works, go to UCL Careers Essentials Online (we have permission to 
use):

Modules on Interviews

Motivation question examples

Competency question example

Find on the UCL Careers website here. 

Select option to sign in as recent graduate (even though you are not a 
recent graduate of UCL) and create an account.

Select ‘interactive tutorial’ to access recordings.

More online resources

https://extend.ucl.ac.uk/mod/lesson/view.php?id=33257
https://extend.ucl.ac.uk/mod/lesson/view.php?id=33257&pageid=3463
https://extend.ucl.ac.uk/mod/lesson/view.php?id=33257&pageid=3448
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/careers/about/events/careers-essentials


Tell me about a time when you initiated change.

Tell me about a time when you influenced others.

Tell me about a time when you had to work with a 
difficult colleague.

Practise competency questions…



Brief scenario:

• How would you deal with a team situation where you
have to work with a difficult colleague?

Brief intro ‘I would…’ and can then back up with example 
(using STAR).

Situational judgement



Different types:

–What energises you?

–Do you prefer the big picture or the small details?

–What would you bring to the team?

Not always right/wrong answers.

Strengths questions



Technical/knowledge questions are usually the ‘easy’ 
ones – you know this stuff!

Do your research.

CV based – more common with small organisations:

‘I see you did…’

Unlikely with large organisations (same question to all
candidates).

Technical/knowledge and CV based



Be prepared!

• Work out your story;

• Analyse job description/person specification to 
identify the competencies/skills required;

• Think of examples to use;

• Think of challenges overcome;

• Think ‘actions’ – good examples are those where you 
have plenty of actions to describe;

• Research the organisation thoroughly;

• Reflect on your strengths;

• Think of intelligent questions to ask;

• Practise.

Performance



If only I had/hadn’t said…AND what went well.

Try to write down the questions.

Be kind to yourself.

Ask for feedback: "what could I do differently next time 
to improve?"

Note it for next time – use it when you prepare.

Reflection and feedback



Interview Stream(interview simulator) – find on Moodle.

Sheet of ‘challenging interview questions’ and helpsheet
called ‘Interviews 2020’ (available from this folder).

Websites such as 

Prospects Careers Advice Interview Tips

Target Jobs Careers Advice including this page on video 
interviews.

Practice interviews (bookable 6 days in advance)

Further resources

https://thecareersgroup.interviewstream.com/
https://ble.lshtm.ac.uk/mod/folder/view.php?id=104866
https://ble.lshtm.ac.uk/mod/folder/view.php?id=104866
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/interview-tips
https://targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice
https://targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice/interview-types/323749-expert-performance-tips-for-skype-and-video-interviews


Questions?

Evaluation

Takeaway action:


